May 2018

Investigation work for proposed intersection improvements
on Henry Lawson Drive, Georges Hall from Monday 28 May
The NSW Government is funding this proposal as part of its $300
million Urban Roads Pinch Point Program, which aims to reduce
congestion and improve travel times on Sydney’s busiest
corridors.
Roads and Maritime Services will be carrying out investigation work on Henry Lawson Drive, Georges Hall.
Parts of some side streets will also be included.
We will be drilling to establish ground conditions and surveying to locate drainage, underground utilities and
overhead wiring to help develop a design for proposed intersection improvements at Henry Lawson Drive,
Georges Hall.
We have included a map to show the location of the investigation work.

Our work schedule
We will be on site for eight night shifts and six days shifts between Monday 28 May and Friday 27 July
2018, weather permitting. Our night work hours will be from 8pm to 5am from Sunday to Friday. Our day
work hours will be from 7am to 6pm on Monday to Friday and from 8am to 1pm on Saturday. We will not
work on public holidays.

How will the work affect you?
Our work will be noisy at times but we will do everything we can to minimise its impact, including
completing the noisier activities by 11pm.

Traffic changes
There will be temporary traffic changes during our work hours to ensure the work zone is safe.
Lane closures will be in place and may affect travel times. Please keep to speed limits and follow signs and
traffic controllers’ directions. For the latest traffic updates, you can call 132 701, visit livetraffic.com or
download the Live Traffic NSW App.
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Contact
If you have any questions, please contact our project manager, Ken Lui, on 1800 572 004 during business
hours or pinchpoint@rms.com.au. For more information on our projects, visit rms.nsw.gov.au.
Thank you for your patience during this important work.
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